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Guidance Notes

“The DPC Technology Watch Guidance Notes series 

provides short briefings on tightly defined digital 

preservation topics. DPC Guidance Notes are 

designed to be bite-sized papers that might contain 

information about a problem, a solution, or a 

particular implementation of digital preservation.”

(Guidelines for Authors, Reviewers and Editors)



Search for an author

• Environmental change affects us all.

• A growing body of publications:

• E.g. “Toward Environmentally Sustainable Digital 

Preservation”, by Pendergrass, Keith L, Walker 

Samson, Tim Walsh, and Laura Alagna (2019)

• And events:

• E.g. Environmentally sustainable digital preservation 

– moving from theory to practice (DPC webinar, 2021)

http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:HUL.InstRepos:40741399
http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:HUL.InstRepos:40741399
https://www.dpconline.org/events/past-events/environmentally-sustainable-dp-theory-to-practice
https://www.dpconline.org/events/past-events/environmentally-sustainable-dp-theory-to-practice


https://www.clir.org/pubs/reports/a-green-new-deal-for-archives/


Introduction and context

• Despite the growth in renewable energy sources, the 

majority of energy used still comes from non-

renewable sources.

• Digital preservation is focussed on the long-term.

• Climate change creates uncertainty.

• Developing a Climate Action Plan can help 

organizations prepare.



Measuring Environmental Impact

• Measuring the impact of digital preservation isn’t 

straightforward

• Difficult to measure the volume of preserved content

• Harder still, when we include copies, DP actions etc.

• Greenhouse Gas Protocols (Scope 1-) emissions 

categories

• DP = mainly Scope 3(?) 

• E.g. employee commuting, business travel, 

purchased goods, investments etc.



Affordable energy and equipment

• DP at scale possible because energy and equipment 

is relatively affordable

• Renewable energy becoming more affordable.

• But increasing invisible costs

• Mining of rare earth materials

• Volume of water required for data centres

• More waste equipment.



Electric grid stability

• DP and access to electronic records relies upon a 

stable electricity grid

• Creates additional environmental costs and 

demands

• ….which increase the more we become reliant on 

them.



Adequate staffing

• Staffing:

• Rising production/maintenance costs may mean 

fewer staff

• Impact of staff getting to/from work, or working 

from home

• Physical challenges to staff arising from 

environmental change (forest fires, floods etc.).



Organizational continuity

• DP – should be able to survive “organizational change”

• restructuring, changing strategy, sale etc.

• But what about 

• forced relocation due to environmental change

• constraints on energy use

• extending the usable lifespan of equipment etc.?



Growth and permanence

• DP “growth” – normally measured in TBs/PBs of storage

• Says nothing about the (re-use) value of preserved 

content.

• May encourage a “growth is good” mentality.

• Should we revisit ideas of

• Acceptable loss?

• Graceful degradation?



The Importance of Selection

• We should be more selective in what we preserve

• Consider resources and energy required for DP

• Long-term preservation shouldn’t mean permanent 

preservation

• Selection and retention policies should be living 

decision making frameworks (adapting to change)
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